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THE EFFECTS OF THE PROPOSED EXCLUSIVE

ECONOMIC ZONE IMPLEMENTATIONACTS

ON THE MAGNUSONACT.

By Witold Danilowicz*

On March 10, 1985 President Reagan issued e the Congresslonal staff indicates that the bllls may be

proclamation I claiming for the United States all mineral reintroduced in the 99th Congress. This possibility

and fishing rights within 200 nautical miles of the United warrants inquiry into the implications of the bills on

States coast, including areas around United existing legislation. The two bills are nearly identical

States-controlled islands in the Pacific and the except for provisions concerning the rights of forelg-_

Caribbean. fishermen. For the purposes of this article both bills

By establlshing the Exclusive Economic Zone, will be referred to as the EEZIA except In the discussion

President Reagan exercised a right already claimed by more on tbe rights of foreign fishermen in the Exclusive

than 50 nations and recognized in the recently adopted Economic Zone of the Unlted States.

Convention on the Law of the Sea. Due to the fact that The EEZIA cover the broad spectrum of issues related

President Reagan decided against the United States to the management of the newly established exclusive

becoming a party to the Convention, a legal foundation for economic zone, including United States jurisdiction over

the presidential action must be found in customary the marine resources off the United States coastp

international law. presently regulated by the Magnuson Fisheries Conservatlon

Immediately after _he President proclaimed the and IEanage_ent Act of 1976 (Msgnuson Act). 3

establlsbment of the exclusive economic zone two bills This article focuses on the effects of the EEZZA on

were introduced in the United States Congress to implement the Hagnuson Act, analyzing the effects of the proposed

the Presidential proclamatlon. 2 One was introduced in legislation from the standpoint of International law. The

the United States Senate by Senator Tad Stevens from analysis concentrates on the internationally recosnlzed

Alaska and the other in the United States House of bases for the extension of the United States fisheries

Representatives by Representative John Breaux from Jurisdiction off Sis coast, including the legal questions

Louisiana. No action was taken by the 98th Congress with raised by the proposed limitation on the rights of foreign

regard to either of the proposed Exclusive Economic Zone fishermen in the exclusive economic zone.

lmplementatlon Acts (EEZIA), but information obtained from
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I. The p_osed changes in the f!ndln_s_urposes , and to a depth of 200 meters or, beyond
polio 7 of ConKress in the MaKnuson Act that limit, to where the depth of the

superadJaceut waters admits of the

exploitation ofthe" natural resources
of such areas.

One of the purposes of the proposed EEZIA _s to The definition of the continental shelf in Section

replace the fisheries conservation zone of the United 1802(3) was taken, almost verbatim, from Article I of the

Ststes by the exclusive economic zone. Consequently. the 1958 Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf. 5 The

authors of the EEZ1A suggest that Section 1801(c)(1) be EEZIA proposes to replace this definition of the

deleted from the Magnuson Act. Section 1801 (c)(|) states continental shelf wlth the definition found in Section
6

the purpose of the Magnusou Act on the extent of the 2(a) of the 1952 Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act. The

I territorial and Jurisdictional claims of the United States Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act, which predates the

as: "to maintain without change the existing territorial Geneva Convention. defines the outer continental shelf of

and other Geese Jurisdlctfon of the United States for all the United States as the "subsoil and seabed [that]

purposes other than the conservation and management of appertain ¢o the United States and are subject to its

fishery resources". Under the Magnuson Act, the United jurisdiction and control". 7

States only asserts fisheries Jurisdiction, not sovereign The proposed change, if adopted, would result in

rights, over the fisheries conservation zone. Under the eliminating from the text of the Magnuson Act the two

EEZIA the United States would exercise in its exclusive criteria for the dellmitstion of the outer limits of the

economic zone not only fishery management authority but continental shelf: a) the 200 meter isobath and b)

also sovereign rights. 4 Thus the establishment of the exploitability. Conseqqently, there would be no standards

exclusive economic zone would substantlslly broaden the whatsoever by whlch the seaward extent of the continental

scope of the Jurisdiction asserted by the United States shelf of the United States could be determined. 8

over the seawsters around its coasts and the declaration The deletion from the text of the Magnuson Art of

contained In Section 1801(c)(i) would become obsolete, these two criteria is not a coincidence. From the

In Section 1801 (c)(5) of the Ms,uses Act, Congress perspective of the suthor of thls studyp 1is purpose seems

expressed its support for, and encouraged, the efforts to to be the preparation of the grounds for territorial

conclude "an internationally accepted treaty, at the Third extension of the Jurisdiction of the United States over

United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea". This the continental shelf beyond the limits permitted by the

subparagraph would be deleted by the EEZIA. Instead, In Geneva Convention. This posslble extension of the

light of the fact that the United States dld not become a jurisdiction of the United States over the continental

party to the Convention on the Law of the Sea, the authors shelf raises the issue of the compatibility of such an act

of the EEZIA propose to declare s new policy of Congress with both international law and domestic lsw of the United

with regard to the International cooperation in maritime States.

matters. This new policy would aim at negotiating "widely Under international law, the extension of

accepted international agreements that provide for jurisdiction beyond the limits permlcted by Article I of

effective conservation and management of fishery the Geneva Convention would be Justified only if it were

resources, including hlghly migratory species". By permitted by s rule Of international lawp either a treaty

adopting this provision. Congress would express its or a custom. The rejection by the United States of the

support for future international agreements which would Convention on the Law of the Sea makes it rather

create fishery resources conservation and management improbable that the Geneva Convention would be replaced by

measures more in llne with the interests of the United a new rule of treaty law as far as international

States than the measures already contained in the obligatlonB of the United States are concerned. 9 The

Convention on the Law of the Sea. United States could assert however, that Article I of the

1958 Convention was superseded by a new rule of customary
2. The Outer Limits of the Continental Shelf

international law and that the United States is no longer

bound by its ohligatlons arising under Article I. The
Under Section 1802(3) of the Magnuson Act,

outcome of such a challenge rests on whether there Is a
IT]he term "Continental Shelf"

means the seabed and subsoil of the rule of customary international law superseding Article 1

co,marine areas adjacent to the coast, of the Geneva Convention.
but outside the area of the

territorlal sea, of the United States, Article I of the Geneva Convention on the Continents1

__ , ,,,,i
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Shelf constituted the first international codification of defines the permissible seaward extent of the coastal

the legal issues of the continental shelf, Includlng the state Jurisdiction is still in an early stage of

question of its outer limits. In the North Sea development.

Continental Shelf cases, the International Court of The adoption of the Convention on the Law of the Sea

Justice pronounced that as of 1958, the rule of Article I will certainly speed up the process of the final

was regarded as ". . . reflecting, or as crystallizing, crystallization of e new rule of customary law governing

received or at least emergent rules of customary the geawerd extent of the coastal states Jurisdiction.

international law relative to the . . . question of the _ether this new rule will be identical with that of

seaward extent of the continental shelf'. I0 In a Article 76(I) remains to be seen, In light of the fact

relatively short period of time, however, the criteria for that Article 76(I) was approved by 160 negotlatln s states

the determination of the outer limit of the continental (including the United States) this result appears very

shelf set forth in Article I proved to be inadequate. The probable.

combinatlon of the exploitabillty test with the fixed The foregoing discussion leeds to the conclusion

depth of 200 meters created ambiguity, leaving room for that, from the standpoint of international law, the United

different interpretations. The problew became even more States may extend its Jurisdiction over the continental

apparent when technological advances moved the limits of shelf beyond the limits set by the 1958 Geneva Convention.

exploitability past the continental slope, through the Lack of criteria for the determination of the seaward

continental rise, and finally to the deep-seabed, l] These extent of Jurisdiction over the continental shelf under

technological advances brought a need for e more precise the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act and the EEZYA would

definition of the seaward extent of the states' allow the Government to adjust its position in respect to

jurisdiction over the continental shelf, the final form of the new custom.

Different states, including the United States, The expected extension by the United States of its

started exercising jurisdiction over the seabed areas far Jurisdiction over the continental shelf beyond the limits

beyond the depth of 200 meters. 12 In the 1970's, the permitted by the Geneva Convention might also create some

discussion on the extent of Jurisdiction over the Problems in the domestic law of the United States. Under

continental shelf moved to the forum of the Third United the Treasure Salvers, Inc. v. Unidentified Wrecked end

Nations Conference on the Lay of the Sea. In defining the Abandoned Sailin_ Vessel 14 and United States v. Ray 15

continental shelf, the Conference abandoned both criteria cases the Geneva Convention forms part of the domestic law

of the 1958 Convention, Instead, the new definition was of the United States. This raises the issue of whether it

based on the concept of natural prolongation and fixed would eutomstlcally be replaced by a new rule of customary

distance from baselines, international law.

The proposals favoring the extension of the coastal The Restatement of the Foreign Relations Law

states' Jurisdiction to the outer edge of the continental advanced the view that s new rule of customary

margin met strong opposition at the Conference from the international law binding the United States supersedes

land-locked states end states with narrow geological "say inconsistent preexisting provision tu the law of the

margins. 13 The fact that this opposition was overcome United States". 16 The position taken by the authors of

during the Conference suggests that the rule governing the the Restatement has been challenged on two grounds. 17

outer limit of state jurisdiction over the continental First, under the dualist approach adopted by the United

shelf, adopted at the Conference and incorporated in States (and reaffirmed by the Restatement), the rules

Article 76(1) of the Convention on the Law of the Sea, is, governing the relations between customs and treaties at

at the present time, more of a political compromise than a the international level are not necessarily the same as

new rule of customary international law. the rules governing the same relations on a domestic

However, a rule of customary law defining the outer plane. Second, under the rule of Pequot Habeas, 18 the

limit of the continental shelf could have emerged leading precedent in the United States law relating to the

independently from the Third United Nations Conference on relations between customary international law end treaty.

the Law of the Sea. Analysis of state practice, and the customary international law is to be resorted to only in

oplnlo juris, Justifies the conclusion that there is a the absence of s treaty. International custom cannot

rule of customary international law which abrogates the supersede e treaty.

two criteria in Article I of the Geneva Convention. The uncertainty with regard to the rules governing

However, the rule of customary international law that the relations between customary international law and
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treaty in the domestic 1_ of the United Steres might be The rejection of the Convention on the Law of the Sea

of crucial impatience If the extenslon of the jurisdiction by the United States and the retention of the exclusive

over the continental shelf were to be challenged in s Jurisdiction over the snadrc_ous species as defined in the

United States court. As long as the Geneva Convention Magnuson Act makes the inquiry into the legal basis for

forms port of the domestic law of the United States and the assertion of thls Jurisdlctlon psrtlcularly relevant.

Treasure Salvers and _ are controlllng Jurisprudence the To address thls issue, the developments in the anadromoue

courts might be reluctant to enforce new Jurisdictional species fisheries in view of the evolution of customary

claims based on customary Internatlonal law, international law must be examined.

Although Artlcle 66 does not represent s rule of

3. The Jurisdiction over fisheries beyond the exclusive customary international law, it constitutes an important
economic zone

step in the process of the crestlon of a new custom.

Article 66 recognized (although only in e limited scope)

The EEZIA clessifies the Jurisdiction of the Unlted the prlmary interest and responslbillty that a state of

States over fishery resources into two groups. First, It origin had over the anadromoue species, The fact that 160

declares that the United States wlll have sovereign rights states agreed on that prlnciple appesrs to be a

end fishery management authority over all flsh and significant breakthrough which might facilitate the

continental shelf fishery resources within the exclusive recognition of the new claims. Horeover, other

economic zone. Second, It provides for excluslve fishery developments which took place outside the Third United

management authority (hut not sovereign rights) of the Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea might lead to the

United States beyond the exclusive economic zone. The emergence of a new customary internatlonal law reg_latlng

fishery Jurisdiction beyond the economic zone would cover this issue.20 At the present time however, customary

two groups anadromous species and other contlnental international law regarding the jurisdiction over the

fishery resources, Under Sections 1812(2) and (3) of the anadromous species appears to be at e very esrly stage of

Magnuson Act the United States asserts jurisdiction over development. It cannot, therefore, serve as the basis for

these same groups beyond the fishery conservation zone. any Jurisdictional claims.

The EEZIA repeats the provisions of Section 1812, replac- The Jurisdiction of the United States over the

Ing the phrase "fishery conservation zone" with the anadromous species has gained the recognition of a

"exclusive economic zone." considerable number of states. This wee achieved by means

The issue of the coastal states' Jurisdiction over of bilateral agreements concluded between the United

anadromous species was addressed by Article 56 of the States and nations applying for the right to flsh within

Convention on the Law of the Sea. Artlcle 66 gave the the fishery Jurisdiction of the United States. The

coastal states the right ¢o regulate fisheries of agreements containing the provisions acknowledging the

anadromous species beyond their economic tones, although jurisdiction of the United States as provided by Section

it subjected this right to serious limitations. Thls 1812 of the Hagnuson Act were concluded with Bulgarla, 21

Jurisdiction can be exercised only by an agreement with Denmark and Faeroes, 22 German Democratic Republlc,23

the other states that fish these species. There were also Japan,26 Republlc of Korea, 25 Hexlco, 26 Norway, 27

other provisions in Article 66 which departed from the Poland,28 Rumanls, 29 Portugal, 30 Soviet Unlon, 31 The

concept of the exclusive fishery management authority of a Europesn Economic Community32, and Spain.33 The same

state of origin embodied in the Magnuson Act. 19 The clause was also contained in the Agreement between the

states of origin may establish total allowable catches for American Institute in Talwan and The Coordination Council

ansdromous species originating in their rivers only after for North American Affairs Concerning Fisheries off the

consultations with other states engaged in fishing these Coast of the United States. 34 A slmilar provision is

species. Fishing of enadromous species beyond the limits Included in a proposed treaty between Canada and the

of the economic zones was only permitted in a situation United States on the dlvlslon of west cosst salmon

Where the prohfbttton of such fishing would result in an catches. 35

economic dislocation for a state other than a state of This wide recognition of the United States'

origin. The ststee of origin were put under the Jurisdiction over the anadromous species constitutes an

obligation to cooperate with other states fishing the important step in finding a solution for the protection of

stocks In order to minimize the economic dislocation of anadromous species and of the economic interests ±nvolved.

the latter states. The flBherlee agreements concluded by the United States
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also fulfill the requirement of Artlcle 66 of the exclusive economic zone of the United States would be

Convention on the Law of the Sea that the Jurisdiction totally excluded.

over the ansdromoos specles beyond the exclusive economic The proposed changes in the Magnuson Act raise the

zones he exercised by agreement with other fishing issue of whether the exclusion of foreign fishing from the

nations. Thus, the policy of the United States with exclusive economic zone is compatible with the

regard to snadromous species furthers the future Internatlonal obligations of the United Steles. The

recognition of the role of Article 66 as the rule of crucial inquiry involves the question of whether a coastal

customary international law. state is under an obligation to allow foreign fishing in

The Jurisdlctlon exercised by the United States over its fishery or economic zone. Such an obligation is

the ansdromous specles is not based on a general rule of stlpuleted in the Convention on the Law of the Sea. Under

international l_ sad therefore it cannot be asserted the legal regime of Artlcles 61 and 62 of the Convention a

against any state which does not recognize such coastal state has three clear obligations in that respect:

Jurisdiction. As a practical matter however, the system I) The obligation to determine the allowable catch in

of bllaterei treaties with other nations engaged in the exclusive economic zone;

anadromoua species fishing will provide a sufficient basis 2) The obligation to determine the harvesting

for the United States interests in protecting the capacity of the local fishermen in the exclusive
economic zone; and

ansdromous species resources spawning in United States _

rivers. 3) The obligation to _}locste the surplus to the
foreign fishermen,

4. The Riehts of PoreiHn Fishermen in the Exeluslve Since the United States is not a party to the

Economic Zone of the United States Convention it is not bound by the provisions of Article 61

and 62, _owever, if Article 61 and 62 merely codify

Under the fishery management regime established by existing customary international law, the Unlted States

the Magnuson Act, foreign fishing in the United States would have to fulfill the three obligations enumerated

fishery conservation zone is allowed by agreements between above.

the United States and interested nations. The total The ides of expanding the Jurisdiction of the coastal

allowable level of foreign fishing (TALFF) is established states over the living resources in the adjacent seswaters

as the difference between the optimum yield 36 for a given has been Justified by the necessity of introducing

harvesting season and the domestic harvest. 37 The surplus measures aimed st the protection, conservation, and

of domestic fish arrived at in this manner is then management of the living resources. Mexico, Portugal,

allocated to foreign fishermen by the Secretary of State. Bahamas, Fijl, New Zealand, Australia, Soviet Union, and

Subsection d(4) of Section 1821 of the Magnuson Act, Oambia Included this Justification in their domestic

eontslnlng this provision uses mandotory language: " the legislations establlehing excluslve fisheries or economic

Secretary of State shell allocate such portion for use zones. _2 The same provision can be found in the Magnuson
43

during the harvesting season by foreign fishing Act.

vessels".38 If the rights of coastal states over their fisheries

Both Senator Stevens and Representative Bresux and economic zones are Justified by, and deelgned to,

propose to rephrase subsection d(4) by replacing its promote end protect the conservation of stocks and the

mandatory language with the phrase "the Secretary of State related interests of local fishermen, these rights do not

may allocate". 39 In this way, the obligatlon to allocate then possess an absolute or truly exclusive character. 44

the surplus to the foreign fishermen would be replaced by The rights of the coastal states are qualified by the

the complete discretion of the Secretary of State. interests they are designed to protect. Consequently, the

The version of the bill submitted by Senator Stevens establishment of the fishery or economic zone does not

in the Senate goes even further and aims toward the eliminate the rlght of foreign fishermen to harvest living

complete exclusion of foreign fishing from the exclusive resources from that area. It merely imposes an obligation

economic zone of the United States. 40 Senator Stevens to conduct fishing activities in a manner not contrary to

proposes to achieve this goal gradually. From 1984 to the needs which lead to the establishment of the zone.

1987, foreign fishing would be reduced respectively by 15, Fishing the surplus of the allowable catch which cannot be

30, 65, and 80 percent annually. Finally, after the close harvested by the local fishermen certainly does not hamper

of the 1987 harvesting season, foreign fishing in the the protection, conservation, or management of the living
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resources of a coastal state. It appears therefore that nor in the declared purposes of the two bills.

by adopting Articles 61 and 62 in their present form the In this context, it IS to be noted that exeluslon of

Third United Nations Conference on The Law of The Sea foreign fishing Is poeelhle even under the legal regime of

coflfled existing customary international law. the Msgnueon Act as it presently stands. This result

1_ile establishing the fishery conservation zone of could be achieved by the establishment of the optimum

the United States, Congress underlined the necessity of yield level equal with the domestic harvest. Since there

protecting the fishery resources which "contribute to the would be no surplus, there would he nothing to allocate to

food supply, economy, and health of the Nation and provide foreign flshermen. 49 Due to the fact there are no

recreatlona| opportunltiee. "45 Further on, Congress generally recogni2ed standards for establishing the

declared that the "[f]Ishery resources are finite but optimum yield such an "indirect" exclusion is relstlvely

renewable. If placed under sound management before easy to accomplish. 50

overfishing causes irreversible effects, the fishery can Although the results of the "indirect*' and "direct"

be conserved and maintained so as to provide optimum exclusion of- foreign fishing are essentially the same,

yields on a continuing basis. "46 Although Congress has their status in international law might be different.

found that the "activities of massive foreign fishing Exclusion (or restriction) of foreign fishing achieved by

fleets" have contributed to the danger facing the fishery the manlpulation of the optimum yield (indirect exclusion)

resources off the coast of the United States, 47 it leaves unchallenged the principle that foreign fishermen

nevertheless declared its policy to permit foreign fishing have the right to fish in the economic zones of the

according to the rules spelled out in the Magnuaon Act. 4g •coastal state unchallenged.

The policy of Congress with regard to foreign Outright prohibition of foreign fishing (direct

fishing, as expressed in the Magnuson Act, is fully excJuaion) violates the rule of customary international

consistent with the Congressional findings which lead to law which glves foreign fishermen the right to catch the

:, the establishment of the f_shery conservation zone. Since surplus of the coastal state's harvest in the latter's

the establishment of the zone was aimed at the protection exclusive fisheries and economic zones.

of United States fishery resources, foreign fishing not It seems important that the right of foreign

endangering this effort should be permitted. Section 1821 fishermen to catch the surplus of the coastal state's

of the Magnuson Act, setting the rules under which the harvest be maintained and protected from both direct and

foreign fishing activities are permitted, supports the indirect limitations. The existence of this principle

conclusion that Congress dld not see any danger to the appears to ease Internatloual tensions caused by the

United States' interests in allowing the foreign f_shermen establishment of the exclusive economic and fishery zones.

to harvest the surplus of the domestic catch, providing The right of foreign fishermen to fish the surplus of the

that such a harvest would not exceed the optimum yield, domestic harvest of a coastal state appears also to

Regardless of the incompatabillty of excluding constitute the backbone of the special status granted by

foreign fishing with the international obligations of the the Conventlon on the Law of the Sea to the landlocked and

United States, neither of the two bills propose new the geographically dlsadvantaged states. This special

findings or point to any developments which could Justify status was one of the main reasons for their recognition

a change in the policy towards foreign fishing. The of the extended Jurisdictional claims of the coastal

provisions of the Magnuson Act regarding the optimum nations. Negation of the forelgn flshermen's right in the

yield, as well as those setting the goals of the economic zone might thus jeopardize the compromise

management and conservation policy, would .- " changed supporting the rule of customary Internatlonal law

by the new legislation. Moreover, Section _'(6) of permitting the establishment of the economic zones.

the Maguuson Act which stipulates that foreign ". tlng

will be permitted if consistent with the provisions o_ the CONCLUSION

Act regulating foreign fisheries would be left unchanged

by the new legislation. In this context, proposed changes The establishment Of the exclusive economic zone of

aiming at the total exclusion of foreign fishing seem te the Unlted States is clearly consistent with existing

contradict the pulley of Congress declared in the Magnuson international law. It is of particular importance,

Act. The proposed amendments to the Magnuson Act would therefore, that the implementing regulations conform with

have no basis whatsoever in the findings of Congress which the rules of international law.

served as the ground for the adoptlon of the Magnuson Act The proposed Exclnslve Economic Zone Implementation
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Schematic profile_of the contlnencal margin (from Berryhill, The Worldwide
Search for Petr#l'eumOffshore - A Status Report for the Quarter Century,
1947 - 1972, U._: De,partm_nt.of the Interior, 1974).
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